Data Sheet

Snapshots

Accelerate backup operations and DevOps with highly efficient,
automated, and policy-driven snapshots
Advanced snapshots provide point-in-time data images for backups and
application testing.
Zadara snapshots are read-only, point-in-time, volume images that only
consume capacity when the underlying volumes are modified. Snapshots may
be created manually or automatically, with creation and deletion policies. Zadara
snapshots can be used as first-tier backups, to speed backups and eliminate
backup windows for external media (e.g., tape, object storage, or remote backup
targets), and to create reference data sets for analytics and testing.
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Features & Benefits

Thin provisioned.
Only store changed data.

Zadara snapshots are fully integrated with Microsoft’s Volume Snapshot Service
(VSS). Leveraging the VSS provider, users can implement application-consistent,
automated policy-driven, snapshot-based backups of applications like Microsoft
SQL Server, Exchange, SharePoint and other enterprise applications.

Automated
Policy-based creation
and deletion.

VSS Support
VSS application quiescing.
Application consistent snapshots.

Dedicated resources.
Secure encryption.

Analytics

Leveraging Zadara Remote Mirror and Clone operations, customers can replicate
these snapshots throughout their Enterprise Data Cloud, on premises or to any
of Zadara’s dozens of public storage clouds around the world including AWS,
Azure, Google Cloud Platform and others.
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Eliminate technical, operational, and financial risk.
Zadara eliminates the technical, operational, and financial risks associated with
enterprise storage, by delivering industry-leading enterprise SAN, NAS and
Object storage as a fully-managed service with 24/7 proactive monitoring and
support, backed by a 100%-uptime guarantee, and wrapped in a pay-only-forwhat-you-use model.
Transform your business with zero-risk enterprise storage.
Zadara transforms storage-related costs from a variable mix of equipment and
management expenses to a predictable, on-demand, pay-per-use, elastic service
that greatly simplifies planning, streamlines budgeting, and improves return
on investment (ROI). Find out how zero-risk enterprise storage can help you
transform your business. Call or email today.
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